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ABSTRACT
“Notice and choice” is the predominant approach for data privacy
protection today. There is considerable user-centered research on
providing efective privacy notices but not enough guidance on designing privacy choices. Recent data privacy regulations worldwide
established new requirements for privacy choices, but system practitioners struggle to implement legally compliant privacy choices
that also provide users meaningful privacy control. We construct a
design space for privacy choices based on a user-centered analysis
of how people exercise privacy choices in real-world systems. This
work contributes a conceptual framework that considers privacy
choice as a user-centered process as well as a taxonomy for practitioners to design meaningful privacy choices in their systems.
We also present a use case of how we leverage the design space to
fnalize the design decisions for a real-world privacy choice platform, the Internet of Things (IoT) Assistant, to provide meaningful
privacy control in the IoT.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; • Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts
and models; Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and
tools.
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1

INTRODUCTION

“Notice and Choice” as introduced in the Fair Information Practices
Principles (FIPPs) [119] has become the de facto model for privacy
protection around the world [120]. Privacy notices inform people
about existing or potential data collection, use, and sharing practices regarding their personal data, while privacy choices provide
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people actual control over certain aspects of such data practices.
Research also shows that privacy choices work best when people
make informed privacy decisions based on efective privacy notices [63, 115]. However, privacy notice and choice in real-world
systems often fall short in protecting people’s data privacy [18, 105].
Many privacy notices are in the form of lengthy privacy policies,
which often contain legal jargon and are hard for users to read and
understand [42, 104]. To make matters worse, privacy choices are often absent [18], difcult to locate [51], and hard to understand [62]
making it difcult, if not impossible, for users to efectively control
the collection and use of their data. Even when privacy choices
are available, the options are often limited and misaligned with
people’s concerns, leaving them unable to express their true privacy
preferences, which in turn leads to frustration and a general sense
of resignation [11, 18, 26, 75]. As a result, making privacy notices
and choices more usable has emerged as an important research
area in both the human-computer interaction (HCI) and privacy
felds [113, 126].
Compared to the amount of user-centered research on privacy
notices over the past two decades [2, 48, 49, 64, 85], existing research on designing privacy choices is scattered and less cohesive.
One possible reason might have been the absence of clear legal
requirements for privacy choices [18, 117, 118]. Recent data privacy
regulations such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [15, 24, 93] have
introduced new, more specifc requirements for privacy choices.
Yet, these new legal requirements vary greatly and their interpretations will require further clarifcation [39], leaving practitioners
with insufcient guidance when it comes to designing privacy controls. In fact, regulations such as GDPR and CCPA directly refer
to high-level usability concepts (e.g., GDPR’s article 7 requirement
that consent should be "freely given" and that requests for consent
be given in an "intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear
and plain language," or that "it shall be as easy to withdraw as to
give consent"). These high-level concepts beg for HCI research and
methodologies that provide more specifc guidance to practitioners.
While some HCI and privacy research has been done on efective
communication of privacy choices [1, 63, 89, 92, 106, 110], most of
this work has been conducted in a piecemeal fashion, with limited
attempts to more comprehensively map the diferent dimensions
involved in communicating and providing access to privacy choices
to users. In addition, most prior work has focused on Web and
mobile privacy scenarios, with limited research conducted in the
context of the Internet of Things environments, which are known to
further exacerbate many of the challenges involved in allowing data
subjects to efectively control their data [21, 82]. A primary focus
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of this work is to construct a comprehensive conceptual framework
for privacy choices whose applicability extends to IoT contexts.
We argue that meaningful privacy choices should address several
facets that extend beyond traditional considerations of usability.
Thus, the second motivation of this work is to provide design guidelines to help researchers and practitioners to implement meaningful
privacy choices in real-world systems.
To this end, we employed the design space methods to construct
a design space for privacy choices from our systemization of knowledge [56]. Design space is a mapping of all dimensions of a subject
matter, which is an efective approach to guide practitioners in
designing new features related to the subject matter [100, 108]. We
believe our design space for privacy choices not only flls the research gaps mentioned above but also helps practitioners identify
privacy choice requirements and develop a comprehensive privacy
choice concept to provide users meaningful privacy control.
In this paper, we frst analyze how users interact with privacy
notices and choices provided by real-world systems based on a technology review and iterative discussion sessions. This user-centered
analysis sheds light on three possible relationships between privacy notice and privacy choice in real-world systems, situating
our design space for privacy choices in relation to privacy notices.
Then, we further examine the design space for privacy choices,
organizing it around fve dimensions, namely: type, functionality,
timing, channel, and modality. We also ofer rich examples and considerations for listed design options under each dimension. Finally,
we present a use case of designing a privacy choice platform for
IoT to demonstrate how practitioners can leverage the design space
to provide system users with meaningful privacy control.
This work makes two main contributions. First, our usercentered analysis of privacy choices contributes a conceptual framework that considers privacy choice as a process and articulates its
relationship with privacy notices in real-world systems. This framework connects previously scattered HCI and privacy literature on
designing privacy choices under a cohesive umbrella. Second, the
constructed design space supports the development of practical
design guidelines organized around the diferent design dimensions
we identify, thereby contributing to the development of meaningful
privacy choices that are better aligned with people’s privacy expectations, and also contributing to a framework to analyze regulatory
requirements pertaining to the usability considerations.

2

DEFINE MEANINGFUL PRIVACY CHOICES

Privacy choice, also referred to as privacy control [117], is regarded
as the primary goal of many data privacy regulations, which emphasizes individual privacy choice that is facilitated by adequate
notice [18]. The assumption behind these regulations is that people’s data privacy is protected when they have adequate individual
control over their personal data in the form of privacy choices.
In practice, privacy choices are far from adequate compared
to the Fair Information Practice Principles [17, 119] or the robust
privacy rights defned in new privacy regulations [15, 24]. They
predominantly take the form of “notice and consent”. However,
consent is merely one type of privacy choice, which is insufcient
when people want to express more granular privacy preferences
than “consent or not” could ofer. Legal scholars argued that privacy
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choice has been overly simplifed in legalistic mechanisms and thus
failed its purpose to protect people’s data privacy [18, 105, 118].
To construct a comprehensive conceptual framework for designing privacy choices, we avoid using varying and sometimes narrow
legal defnitions of privacy choice. Instead, we broadly defne privacy choices in this paper as “the capabilities provided by digital
systems for users to control diferent data practices over their personal data”. Data practices here include but are not limited to the
collection, process, disclosure, and retention of personal data. In
this paper, we focus on privacy choices provided by digital systems, with an emphasis on ubiquitous IoT systems. This is because
choices can also be exercised outside of a system or non-digitally.
For example, people may choose to protect their data privacy by
avoiding shopping at an Amazon Go store due to the store’s overly
invasive data practices [55].
We introduce the notion of “meaningful privacy choices”
that extend beyond traditional usability considerations to include
several facets that are more specifcally tied to supporting users
in making privacy decisions that capture their true privacy preferences. Some of these facets fall under traditional considerations
of “efectiveness” (the ability to specify privacy choices that accurately and comprehensively align with the data collection and
use practices with which a user feels comfortable) and “efciency”
(the ability to specify these choices with minimal time and efort).
We believe that meaningful privacy choices should efectively accommodate people’s diverse privacy preferences at the appropriate level granularity [11], which often go beyond the minimum
legal requirements. Currently, many systems only ofer “take-it-orleave-it” choices that leave users little space to bargain about their
privacy [118]. Such choices are inefective because they restrict
users from expressing their true privacy preferences. Also, meaningful privacy choices should enable users to efciently confgure
available privacy options primarily by minimizing users’ burden
in the process. Many existing privacy choices are not efcient because they impose unrealistically high cognitive and time burden
on users [26, 52, 125].
However, efectiveness and efciency do not fully capture the
complexity of supporting users in their privacy decision making.
For one, users may not be aware of the choices available to them.
This falls into the facet of “user awareness”, where meaningful
privacy choices should be clearly conveyed to users in a prominent
manner. More importantly, users may fail to fully understand the
options they have to choose from and the potential ramifcations of
their decisions. This touches on the concept of “informed privacy
decisions”, namely that users should have a sufcient understanding
of their options, how these options impact the collection and potential use of their data, including what might be inferred from this
data and the possible consequences of these inferences. Research
shows that disclosing detailed inferences of mobile apps using location data motivates users to re-evaluate and potentially adjust
their mobile privacy settings [3]. Hence, “comprehensiveness” of
privacy choices is another necessary facet to consider. Last but not
least, how privacy choices are disclosed is often open to possible
manipulation through what is now commonly referred to as “dark
patterns” [92, 127]. We believe meaningful privacy choices should
be free of potential manipulation or biased framing. Therefore,
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the “neutrality” of privacy choices should also be evaluated for
meaningful privacy control.
By defning meaningful privacy choices through the fve facets
described above, we propose new criteria for researchers and practitioners to think about the usability of privacy choices.

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Improve the Usability of Privacy Choices
Both HCI and privacy research communities call for more usable
privacy notices and choices for years [18, 26, 113, 117, 118]. Privacy
notices are necessary to increase data privacy transparency but
cannot guarantee privacy protection [2, 26]. The privacy choices
available to people ultimately determine the level of protection to
their data privacy. Also, when people cannot take actions to control
their personal data privacy after being notifed about certain data
practices, they feel a higher level of privacy violation [98]. Their
frustration on the lack of privacy choices may also lead to privacy
resignation[22].
There is considerable amount of user-centered research on what
makes privacy notices efective [54, 64, 85, 104] and how to design
more usable privacy notices [48, 58, 114]. In comparison, the research on privacy choices does not provide the same level of design
guidelines. Early research drew attention to the widespread problem of the absence of real privacy choices in cyberspace [18, 118]. In
the US, online privacy choices governed by industry self-regulatory
groups such as the Digital Advertising Alliance [34] fails to provide
sufcient privacy protection [26], because consumers often do not
know the existence of such privacy choices [47, 84, 124]. Research
also found usability and noncompliance issues with many online
privacy choices such as opt-outs for email communications and targeted advertising [33, 41, 65, 72]. More recently, the introduction of
more stringent data privacy regulations like GDPR leads to greater
availability of online privacy choices [32, 52], but many hastily implemented choices have poor usability. For example, privacy choices
are often hidden in lengthy privacy policies or account settings that
are difcult to fnd [52], and exercising privacy choices require too
much user eforts [51]. So far, only a handful of research studies
provide concrete design recommendations to improve the usability
of privacy choices in specifc areas such as mobile permissions [46]
and online opt-outs [33, 51].
There are also user-centered studies examining how to efectively
communicate privacy choices to users through diferent design elements, such as using pop-ups [92], certifcations [10], labels [63],
icons [89, 110], dashboards [106] and nudges [1, 4]. While generating insights on designing more usable privacy choices, these studies
do not provide cohesive design guidelines for practitioners to implement meaningful privacy choices. Therefore, we aim to extend
existing research on improving the usability of privacy choices by
developing a comprehensive conceptual framework for meaningful
privacy choices.

3.2

Towards Comprehensive Design Guidelines
for Meaningful Privacy Choices

Current research on designing privacy choices is not comprehensive enough partially due to the varying and evolving regulatory
landscape. Recent studies primarily evaluate privacy choice design
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options for specifc regulations including GDPR [92, 110, 112, 125]
and CCPA [28, 53], lacking cohesive design guidelines for privacy
choices across diferent regulations. Additionally, existing work
heavily focuses on web and mobile privacy choices [27, 28, 46],
with limited considerations of the more challenging ubiquitous
computing contexts [80, 130] such as the Internet of Things (IoT).
IoT systems, often capable of location tracking, environmental
sensing, and facial recognition, collect and use various potentially
privacy sensitive information in the environments (e.g. people, time,
location, activity) to deliver context-aware utilities [101, 102]. Implementing meaningful privacy choices in the IoT context is extremely
challenging, not only because of technical challenges to secure data
on various IoT devices and sensors [19, 35, 37], but also due to
the ubiquity of IoT systems, the persistence of data practices, and
practical constraints of limited user interface [21, 82]. Therefore,
we aim to provide comprehensive design guidelines for privacy
choices that address diferent regulatory considerations and the
unique privacy challenges in IoT.
Specifcally, we choose the design space approach, which is a set
of well-established methods in design science and has been adopted
in information systems [56, 100, 108] to guide system practitioners
in designing new products or features. This approach is also used
in privacy research studies to develop taxonomies to better map
social network data types [107] and privacy-enhancing tools in web
browsers [133]. Schaub and colleagues [114] has developed a design
space for privacy notices to help system practitioners conceptualize
and implement efective privacy notices for their systems. Their
design space for privacy notices has a dimension of “control”, where
they suggested that such control should be implemented as privacy
options relevant to the data practices disclosed in privacy notices.
Their suggestion has its merits because integrated notice and choice
helps users make informed privacy decisions [63]. However, one
dimension in the design space for privacy notices fails to cover the
full range of considerations that come into designing meaningful
privacy choices as we discussed in Section 2. If practitioners only
consider the design space for privacy notices, they may have the
misconception that a system is privacy-friendly as long as the
privacy notice includes certain privacy options to users, which
has been the case in many privacy choices implemented by forproft companies [118]. Therefore, we believe constructing a design
space for privacy choices is a stride towards comprehensive design
guidelines for meaningful privacy choices.

4

PRIVACY CHOICE AS A PROCESS

Privacy choices are predominantly implemented using simple mechanisms like “notice and consent” and “opt-in/out” to satisfy legal
requirements. These mechanisms often assume that users interact with notice and choice sequentially as one action. In practice,
how users interact with privacy choices is as straightforward as
assumed and largely depends on various contextual attributes [91].
Therefore, we argue that a user’s interaction with available privacy choices is a process consisting of complex, serendipitous, or
sometimes recurring privacy decision making.
In this section, we frst present a conceptual framework for
the process of exercising privacy choices through a user-centered
analysis of possible user interactions with privacy notice and choice
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Figure 1: The Process of Exercising Privacy Choices
in real-world scenarios. Based on the process, we articulate three
possible relationships between notice and choice that users may
experience.

4.1

Analyze User Interactions with Privacy
Choices in Real-World Scenarios

To develop a holistic design space for privacy choices, we start with
a user-centered analysis to understand how users exercise available
privacy choices together with their interactions with relevant privacy notices. We frst conducted a technology review of commonly
available privacy choices on the Web, on mobile devices, and with
the Internet of Things technologies both in private and (e.g., smart
home devices) and in public (e.g., Bluetooth location tracking). We
further discuss the provision of the functionality of these available
privacy choices. After identifying a list of existing real-world privacy choices and their available functionality, we brainstorm a wide
range of real-world scenarios in which users interact with these
choices. In the brainstorming sessions, we specifcally considered
various contextual attributes (e.g., temporal, spatial, social) that may
afect user interactions with privacy choices, and whether users
receive privacy notices or not before they exercise their choices.
Then, we enumerated the paths that users may take to exercise their
privacy choices, encompassing activities both within and outside
the system that provides such privacy choices. After multiple iterations, we presented the process in a user-centered activity diagram
(Figure 1) using workfow modeling [79] to and Unifed Modeling
Language activity diagram [9] methods.

4.2

The Process of Exercising Privacy Choices

Figure 1 outlines the complicated process when users exercise privacy choices in real-world scenarios. Our analysis shows that exercising privacy choices involves activities within and outside the
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system that provides the choices, so we used “sub-processes” to
represent all user activities within or outside the system.
The diagram in Figure 1 includes several key elements relevant
to the actor – a user who interacts with the system that provides
privacy choices. The process follows the input-output model, which
starts with an input that we refer to as “triggers” and ends with an
output status where the user achieves the “best available privacy
status” at a point in time. Below we explain all the key elements.
“Triggers”, the element that initiates the process, is defned as
an event or input of information experienced by the user. Triggers
often lead the user to see a system’s privacy notice or to make
a privacy decision, which motivates the user to start the process
of exercising privacy choice. Triggers vary in forms depending
on real-world contextual factors. Triggers can be informational
messages, such as an app permission prompt on a smartphone.
They can be tangible things, such as a physical sign showing that
“this area is under video surveillance.” Triggers may also be social
or ad-hoc events that prompt users to take further privacy actions,
such as a conversation with friends about certain privacy settings
that the user was unaware of. “Best available privacy status” is
defned as the end state of a round of the process as perceived by
the user. We use this element as the output of the process because
the user’s privacy preferences may not be fully fulflled by the
available privacy choices provided by the system at a point in time.
If additional privacy choices are made available in the future, the
user may start another round of the process to achieve a diferent
best available privacy status.
The main elements of the diagram are four sub-processes between input and output of the process: “receive privacy notice”
means the user receives the system’s privacy notice, which could be
provided by the system or from somewhere else; ”submit privacy
decision” means the user communicates a privacy decision to the
system regarding available privacy choices; “change privacy decision” means the user changes their mind about previous privacy
decisions, often outside the system; “receive feedback” means
the user receives some form of feedback from the system about
their privacy choice status. Because some triggers are related to the
system’s privacy notice, we use an association line to represent the
potential link between triggers and “receive privacy notice”.
Note that the user may not perform all these sub-processes in
one round of the process. This can be caused by contextual factors
(e.g., no time to read the privacy notice) or the design of the available privacy choices (e.g., absence of feedback of privacy choice
status). All the elements are connected by process fows (i.e., arrow lines). Typically, the user transverses diferent combinations
of sub-processes from the start point to the end point by following
the arrow lines. The color shades of the elements indicate if the
element takes place within the system (deep blue), outside the system (light blue), or both (medium blue). Furthermore, the process
shown in Figure 1 is repeatable because it is common for people to
change their minds about privacy decisions over time. Therefore,
the diagram also encompasses the scenarios when the user changes
their mind about previous privacy decisions.
Here is an example of a possible path. Alice (actor/user) sees a
cookie banner (triggers) on a shopping website that she just opened.
She clicks the button “more info" on the banner, which takes her
to the privacy notice (receive privacy notice). After reading the
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privacy notice, she makes a change to the default cookies settings
to disable cookies for advertising purposes (submit privacy decision). However, the website does not show her any feedback on her
change, so she can only assume the website has executed her new
cookie settings (best available privacy status).
In summary, we depicted the complex process of exercising
privacy choices in real-world scenarios based on a user-centered
analysis. This process is essential to untangle how users interact
with available privacy choices in relation to relevant privacy notices,
which leads to our following discussion on the relationship between
privacy notice and choice from a user-centered perspective.

4.3

The Relationship between Notice and
Choice as Experienced by Users

“Notice and choice” are often considered together in privacy research [18, 26, 111]. However, our user-centered analysis above
indicates that users may not interact with privacy notices when exercising privacy choices in many real-world scenarios, as shown in
Figure 1. We further synthesize three types of relationship between
notice and choice as experienced by users: decoupled, integrated,
and mediated. This categorization helps distinguish our design
space for privacy choices from that for privacy notices [114].
Decoupled. Privacy notice and choice are often decoupled in
real-world scenarios, which means they are not necessarily communicated to users at the same time. Privacy notices can be delivered
through physical signs, emails, or websites, often in the form of
privacy policies [88]. However, many privacy notices do not contain
sufcient or actionable information for users to exercise privacy
choices available to them [26], and some merely disclose the absence of choice to be legally compliant [18]. A prevalent problem
in privacy notices is the failure to convey meaningful choices that
users can act upon [18, 118]. Also, notice and choice can be decoupled due to how users interact with them, particularly when users
make privacy decisions without receiving efective privacy notices.
As shown in Figure 1, privacy choice actions can be initiated by
various triggers other than receiving privacy notices (e.g., A user
changes privacy settings in a system with the help of a trusted
friend). In short, the decoupled relationship between notice and
choice can be caused by how notice and choice are designed in the
system, or how users interact with such notice and choice.
Integrated. Notice and choice can be integrated if the system communicates them to users together or sequentially. This
way, users can easily make decisions right after receiving privacy
choices. The integrated model is recommended by privacy advocates [63, 115], since privacy notices are more efective when users
have easy access to privacy controls that they can act upon right
away [26, 63, 115]. In reality, integrated notice and choice are currently not widespread because many factors discourage system
practitioners to implement integrated notice and choice in systems.
First, privacy choices are not universally required by law worldwide.
Even under relatively strict data privacy laws like GDPR, regulators
are still refning guidelines on how data processors should integrate notice and choice with greater usability [39]. Second, users
choosing privacy-preserving options may be perceived as a threat
to certain business models that rely on the pervasive collection
of users’ personal information (e.g., data-driven advertising). As a
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result, there is not much incentive for many companies to provide
integrated notice and choice. To promote more usable integrated
notice and choice, a comprehensive solution requires joint eforts
from regulators, industry, and the research community.
Mediated. Notice and choice can also be mediated by privacyenhancing technologies such as privacy agents [13, 27, 122]. Though
uncommon today, it is a promising technical approach to increase
the usability of privacy choices in addition to legislative eforts.
Currently, a central usability problem with the notice and choice
approach to privacy is the high user burden for data privacy management. Particularly with new data privacy laws worldwide, digital systems involving certain data privacy practices are increasingly required to provide appropriate privacy choices. However,
to efectively manage their data privacy, users would have to repeatedly enter and re-enter the process depicted in Figure 1, and
submit numerous privacy decisions for countless systems. Such
high user burden contributes to privacy fatigue [20] or resignation [22], where users often give up managing their data privacy at
all. Research has shown that data-driven software privacy agents
can reduce user burden by helping users understand privacy choices
and assisting them in making privacy decisions that match their
privacy preferences [43, 70]. For example, machine learning-based
privacy assistants are shown to be efective to help users manage
their Android permissions settings through personalized recommendations [77, 121]. Also, a recent research study has efectively
identifed and extracted opt-out links from ofcial website privacy
policies using natural language processing techniques [6]. Similar
technologies can help users fnd available privacy choices in notices
that would otherwise be too time-consuming or challenging for
users themselves to read [42, 83]. By combining privacy-enhancing
technologies such as privacy assistants and the automatic extraction
of privacy choices from privacy notices, it is feasible to facilitate
the mediated relationship between notice and choice. The mediate
notice and choice facilitated by privacy-enhancing technologies are
promising to help users efectively exercise privacy choices according to their diverse privacy preferences with signifcantly reduced
user burden. Note that the mediated notice and choice requires
a certain level of integration between notice and choice, such as
following machine-readable privacy standards [25]. Therefore, the
privacy-enhancing technology mediated notice and choice could
be a more usable alternative to the integrated notice and choice
currently recommended by privacy advocates.

5

A DESIGN SPACE FOR PRIVACY CHOICES

The purpose of the design space described in this section is to help
researchers and practitioners better understand the key dimensions
to be considered when designing privacy choices for their systems.
The design space also provides a taxonomy to categorize, evaluate,
and communicate diferent privacy choice design options with all
involved stakeholders, including users and legal professionals.
To construct the design space, we followed the design space analysis methods [81, 86] and conducted iterative discussion sessions.
In these sessions, we revisited our technology review on a range of
web, mobile, and IoT systems to enumerate existing and proposed
design options for privacy choices. Then we organized these design
options under appropriate dimensions. We also incorporated our
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user-centered analysis (Figure 1) to articulate the possible relationships between notice and choice in our design space.
We have identifed fve dimensions in the design space: two dimensions that are unique to privacy choices include type (what
kinds of choices are ofered) and functionality (what capabilities
are ofered to support the privacy choice process), and three similar
dimensions shared with the previously proposed design space of
privacy notices [114], which are timing (when the choice is provided), channel (how the choice and user’s privacy decision of the
choice are communicated), and modality (what interaction modes
are used to deliver the choice and record user’s privacy decision
of the choice). We signifcantly extend Schaub et al.’s work [114]
by updating three established dimensions in their design space and
articulating these dimensions for privacy choices.
Figure 2 is a visual representation of our design space for privacy choices, which also outlines the three possible relationships
between notice and choice discussed in Section 4. Note that the fve
dimensions in the design space should be considered in parallel
rather than sequentially because diferent dimensions may impact
one another. Under each dimension is a list of possible design options synthesized from our technology review. Note that these lists
are not exhaustive and can be expanded to accommodate future
novel systems or interactions and new data privacy regulations.

5.1

Type

Current privacy choices provided by systems are often limited in
type largely due to regulations or existing industry practices [26].
However, many diferent types of privacy choices could be made
available to users by systems. We argue that type is a unique innate
dimension in the design space for privacy choices. We describe
four major types of privacy choices, demonstrating that privacy
choice in its broad defnition can accommodate users’ diverse privacy preferences beyond just being legally compliant. Note that the
diferent types of privacy choices in this dimension are not mutually exclusive but often build upon one another. Practitioners may
choose one or more types according to the system requirements
and applicable legal requirements.
5.1.1 Binary Choice. Many existing privacy choices provided by
systems are essentially binary, meaning users have to choose one
out of two options. “Notice and consent” is a common type of
binary choice. For example, population-specifc privacy regulations
in the US require explicit consent from patients [50] and guardians
of children [59].for collecting and process data from these populations. However, “notice and consent” is a simplifed version of
notice and choice, where users are given a binary choice to the
disclosed data practices. It is a convenient design option to achieve
legal compliance but often does not provide users with real privacy
choices [118]. Many digital systems adopt the same approach by
combining privacy notices with relevant agreements to obtain user
consent. Such user consent is often tied with the eligibility to use
the system, and many users become habituated to ignore these
agreements and provide consent anyway [12]. In digital systems,
this type of binary consent design limits users’ ability to express
their privacy preferences. Since users are often motivated to proceed and use the system, this design often pressures users into
consent and thus deprives them of richer privacy choices that they
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may otherwise be entitled to. Therefore, the binary “notice and
consent” design is only appropriate when there are straightforward
legal requirements.
“Opt-in/out” is another common type of binary choice. Diferent from “notice and consent”, opt-in/out choices are not necessarily
tied to the eligibility to use the system. Users can still use the system but have more options in deciding if and how their personal
data is collected and used.However, the opt-in/out choices made by
the user may afect their ability to use the full functionality of the
system, such as penalization services made available by processing
user data. When designing opt-in/out choices, the default value
is a critical design decision. Opt-in as the default means certain
data practices are allowed until the user indicates otherwise. This
usually means more data practices could happen in the background
as users seldom change their privacy defaults [127, 129]. Opt-in
as the default is often in the interest of system providers and may
enable certain personalized services for users. Contrarily, opt-out
as the default means certain data practices cannot happen until the
user allows them. This is more privacy-preserving and backed by
many privacy advocates and legal researchers [118]. The regulatory
requirements on the default value difer worldwide. For example,
GDPR requires an opt-out default for certain data practices [24]
while CCPA allows the default to be opt-in for sales of California
residents’ personal data [93]. Binary opt-in/out choices are usually sufcient to achieve legal compliance and relatively easy to
implement in a system but fall short to accommodate users’ diverse
privacy preferences.
5.1.2 Multiple choices. Multiple choices provide users more than
one privacy options to choose from. They can be implemented as
the sum of multiple binary choices. A come example is the GDPRcompliant cookie banners that have been increasingly adopted by
websites using cookies to track user data. These cookie banners
provide users several binary opt-in/out choices to allow or disable
cookies for diferent purposes (e.g., strictly necessary, performance,
advertising) [23]. Multiple choices can also be non-binary privacy
choices. For example, mobile platforms (e.g., iOS and Android)
provide users several options for an app’s access to location data
collected by the device, including “always”, “while using the app”,
“never”, and more recently on iOS “just once” [131].
Generally speaking, multiple choices provide users with more
options to better capture and accommodate their diverse privacy
preferences, which is increasingly required by new data privacy
regulations and recommended by privacy advocates. However, implementing them often requires more efort in system design and
development compared to binary choices.
5.1.3 Contextualized choices. We defne contextualized choices as
context-specifc privacy choices that are often implemented as a
combination of binary and multiple choices in context. Contextualized choices stem from the contextual integrity framework to
understand privacy [8, 91]. In complicated, inter-related systems,
data privacy must be considered in context (e.g., time, location, purpose) against data collection and use practices [7, 91]. For example,
contextualized choices can be fne-grained privacy settings that
allow inhabitants of a smart building to share the occupancy status
of their ofces during working hours but not in after-hours. [97].
According to CI, A privacy violation can be identifed when the
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Figure 2: A Design Space for Privacy Choices
data transmission principles diverge from certain social norms [91].
Ideally, contextualized choices should be provided to users when
potential privacy violations are likely to happen. Contextualized
choices can better align people’s diverse privacy preferences, but implementing them faces several challenges. First, the system needs to
support fne-grained contextual attributes to contextualized choices
(e.g., the ability to allow/deny data collection for a period of time at
a specifc location). Second, the system needs to collect additional
data to distinguish diferent contextual attributes, introducing the
trade-of between sacrifcing certain data privacy and gaining more
granular privacy control. Third, contextualized choices are likely
to overwhelm users with countless privacy decisions, particularly
considering the exponentially increasing number of deployed IoT
systems and their ubiquitous data practices. Fortunately, software
privacy agents could mitigate such user burden by selectively delivering contextualized choices according to users’ privacy preferences [4]. Nevertheless, to achieve the vision of smart buildings
and smart cities, contextualized privacy choices are necessary to
protect people’s data privacy in IoT.
5.1.4 Privacy rights-based choices (access, rectification, erasure,
portability, etc. There is an emerging type of privacy choices that
support the robust privacy rights recognized by new data privacy
regulations, which we refer to as privacy rights-based choices.
These are relatively complicated choices beyond the capability of
binary or multiple choices, which often require additional communication between users and systems in the form of various user
requests. Take GDPR [24] as an example, data subjects have the
right of access, which allows them to request a copy of their personal data undergoing processing (article 15). Enabling access can
be done at diferent cost levels: systems can provide an interface
for users to download their own data (e.g., Facebook), which has a
high upfront development cost; systems can build simple request
mechanism and only respond to users who send in requests, which
costs less if the request number is low. GDPR also acknowledge the
right to rectifcation (article 16), where data subjects can request
data controllers to correct inaccurate or incomplete personal data
about them, the right to erasure, also known as “the right to be

forgotten” [109](article 17), where data subjects can request data
controllers to delete their personal data being collected, as well as
the right to data portability(article 20), where (if requested) data
subjects should receive their personal data in a commonly used
machine-readable format that can be easily transferred into other
systems or applications.
Privacy choices supporting these robust privacy rights often
cannot be fulflled by systems immediately due to the complexity
of user requests. Currently, only large corporations with resources
can implement full-fedged privacy rights-based choices[134]. For
organizations with limited resources, an alternative is to rely on
privacy choice platforms (e.g., OneTrust) to handle users’ privacy
rights-based requests in order to provide this type of choices.

5.2

Functionality

Our user-centered analysis on the process of exercising privacy
choices calls for a dimension that captures the functionalities
needed to support diferent aspects of the process. The functionality
dimension distinguishes the design space for privacy choices from
that for privacy notices because most notices can be considered as a
single function (i.e., presentation of privacy-relevant information).
We have initially identifed three items under the functionality dimension that meaningful privacy choices should ofer. This list is
not exhaustive and more items (e.g., future novel privacy features)
can be added to this dimension as long as they support meaningful
privacy choices as defned in Section 2.
5.2.1 Presentation (of privacy choices). A system must present
available privacy choices to users. This is the indispensable functionality shared by privacy notices and privacy choices. Ideally,
the presentation of privacy choices should be easy to understand.
Users should be clear about what data practices could happen, what
options they have, and how to tell the system about their privacy
decisions. As a result, the presentation of privacy choices may contain multiple components, which are often integrated with related
privacy notices so that users can fully understand the choices they
have. To decide how to efectively present privacy choices to users,
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other dimensions of the design spaces (e.g. timing, channel, modality) should be thoroughly considered against opportunities and
constraints of the system.
5.2.2 Enforcement (of users’ privacy decisions). Since the process of
exercising privacy choices involves users’ privacy decisions, a system must be equipped with the functionality to enforce the diferent
privacy decisions submitted by users regarding the available privacy
choices. The enforcement often includes several sub-functions. First,
to enforce a user’s privacy decisions, appropriate authentication
with the user is often required. This ensures that a system correctly
enforces the privacy decisions of a specifc user and minimizes
security risks like identity theft. Second, the actual enforcement
actions can be fully automated or mediated by humans (e.g. customer service personnel). Fully automated enforcement requires
signifcant up-front system development eforts but costs less if
the system scales up. Human-mediated enforcement can be more
attentive to users’ individual needs but its human resource cost
can be high. Third, since users’ privacy decisions are not one-time
actions, the system should be able to record any changes to users’
privacy decisions and enforce them in a timely manner. Note that
the functionality to enforce users’ privacy decisions is technically
more challenging for complicated types of privacy choices, such as
contextualized choices.
5.2.3 Feedback (of privacy choice status). Since privacy choice is
a process, it is crucial for the system to provide accurate feedback
in accordance with user actions. Some privacy decisions made by
users can be executed by the system immediately, so it is crucial
for the system to provide timely feedback indicating users’ privacy
settings have been adjusted based on their most recent actions.
Such feedback of privacy choice status is not only a heuristic in
user interface design [90], but also an important sub-process in
Figure 1. Some privacy decisions from users require additional
processing time, such as a user’s request for a copy of their personal
data collected by the system. Some systems may not be able to
immediately provide such data to the user and need more time to
fulfll the request. In this case, the best practice for the system is
to provide the current status of the request and update the user
with new statuses (e.g. when the data is ready and how the user
can obtain the data). Overall, providing clear and timely feedback
about the privacy decisions made by users is a crucial usability
functionality of privacy choices.

5.3

Timing

Timing impacts the efectiveness of privacy notice [38] and subsequently afects how users engage in privacy decision making [49, 99]. Decoupled notice and choice afect people’s perception
of potential privacy risks [2, 98], causing mismatches between their
privacy decisions and their privacy preferences. To choose appropriate timing to deliver privacy choices, a range of factors should
be considered including the type of privacy choices required, users’
primary task at hand, the availability of notice, and other contextual factors. Since timing is a shared dimension of both notice and
choice, we explain the potential relationship between notice and
choice (i.e., decoupled, integrated, or mediated) for each timing
design option listed below.
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5.3.1 At setup (ofen integrated). Privacy choices can be provided
when the user interacts with the system for the frst time, often
along with relevant privacy notices. This timing design is often
associated with the consent type of privacy choices, such as software license agreements during installation or terms of use during
account signup. Delivering privacy choices at setup has two potential benefts: (1) Users can have the opportunity to review privacy
notices and make privacy choices regarding the system before using
it; and (2) Systems can front-load obtaining user consent to meet
applicable legal requirements. However, privacy choices at setup
share similar drawbacks of “notice and consent”, which push users
to choose the option that allows them to use the system. A study
shows that many users regret their choice later after agreeing to
the software license agreement displayed at setup [49].
5.3.2 Just-in-time (ofen integrated). Privacy choices can be presented to users when the specifc data practice is about to happen,
which is often integrated with relevant privacy notices. A common
example is the “ask on frst use” (AOFU) model of app permissions
on mobile platforms(e.g., Android, iOS). Under AOFU, when a mobile app requests to access certain data (e.g., location, microphone)
on a mobile device for the frst time, the mobile platform will ask
the user for permission via a pop-up dialog box. The just-in-time
design is advantageous because it allows users to make privacy
decisions in the actual context that better matches their privacy
preferences [44]. The disadvantages are the interruption to the
user’s task at hand [98] and potential privacy fatigue if there are
too many just-in-time decisions to be made [20].
5.3.3 Context-aware (ofen integrated). The specifc temporal, spatial, or social context that the user is in can be leveraged to determine the timing of privacy choices. This timing design is particularly suitable for contextualized privacy choices described in
the type dimension. Context-aware timing is more relevant to the
user’s situation and makes privacy choices more meaningful if integrated with a tailored privacy notice in that specifc situation. For
example, in a smart building equipped with a multi-sensor indoor
location tracking system that can track visitors’ real-time whereabouts in the building [87], it is ideal to deliver privacy choices
with a tailored privacy notice of the building’s tracking practices
before prospective visitors enter the building [97]. However, the
key challenge for context-aware timing design is detecting relevant
contexts. Accurate detection of relevant context requires not only
technical solutions to identify various contextual attributes, but also
data about users’ privacy preferences to determine what contextual
attributes are most relevant to individual users.
5.3.4 Periodic (integrated or decoupled). Privacy choices can be
shown to users multiple times. Particularly, when a system’s data
practices change, it is important and sometimes legally required
to provide periodic privacy notice and choice [29]. Delivering privacy choices periodically also accommodates cases where users
change minds about previous privacy decisions. Periodic privacy
choices can be integrated with or decoupled from privacy notices,
while the former is recommended by letting users re-evaluate their
privacy decisions. Privacy choices can also be delivered periodically according to other appropriate criteria. For example, iOS 13
reminds iPhone users of apps having background location access
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and prompts users with the location permission choices again for
them to reconsider [57]. However, periodic privacy choices may
increase user burden, resulting in privacy fatigue [20, 61] or habituation [14, 60]. Ideally, users should have a say in the frequency of
these periodic privacy choices.
5.3.5 On Demand (integrated or decoupled). The timing design options above pertain to systems that actively deliver privacy choices
to users. Users can also actively seek available privacy choices to
submit their privacy decisions on demand. Figure 1 shows that
people’s privacy decisions can be infuenced by triggers outside the
system, sometimes without receiving privacy notices. As a result,
on-demand privacy choices can be integrated with or decoupled
from privacy notice depending on the user’s actual interactions
with notice and choice. For on-demand privacy choices to be meaningful, users should be able to easily locate available privacy choices,
instead of spending unrealistic eforts on fnding them [51].
5.3.6 Personalized (integrated, decoupled, or mediated). When to
present privacy choices to users can be personalized through a combination of the timing mechanisms tailored to individual user’s preferences. This could be additional settings that allow users to choose
the preferred timing for privacy choices or more sophisticated
context-aware solutions. Personalized solutions are advantageous
because one-size-fts-all solutions towards privacy poorly align
with people’s diverse privacy preferences [76]. However, asking
for users’ privacy decisions every time or periodically introduces
a higher user burden. One promising approach is to provide datadriven personalized nudges [4] or recommendations [77] to assist
users in making privacy decisions. Personalized privacy choices
can be integrated with or decoupled from relevant privacy notices
depending on user preferences. This design option also supports
the mediated relationship between notice and choice, where personalized privacy agents can decide when to present users with the
most relevant privacy choices.

5.4

Channel

Diferent channels can be used to present privacy choices to users
and communicate users’ privacy decisions back to systems. We
adopt the same categorization of channels in [114]: primary, secondary, and public. Note that privacy choices must consider channels for two-way communication between systems and users, compared to the one-direction communication of privacy notices. Systems may choose the most appropriate channel or leverage multiple
channels to support meaningful privacy choices.
5.4.1 Primary. Primary channel refers to the same platform or
device the user interacts with the system, such as a website’s cookie
settings are presented on the website. Using a primary channel
means that privacy choices are embedded in the user’s interaction
with the system, enabling users to make privacy decisions within
the context of the system [115]. Hence, primary channels are usually
preferred for privacy choices between systems and users. However,
primary channels are limited in the IoT context due to lack of user
interfaces [21] and technical challenges. For example, IoT sensorbased smart building systems capable of collecting presence and
environmental data lack explicit user interfaces on their privacy
channel – IoT sensors [87]. Also, the primary channel for a smart
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home speaker is the voice user interface but recording users’ privacy
decisions via voice commands is error-prone due to challenges in
automatic speech recognition [94].
5.4.2 Secondary. When systems are limited in their primary channels to deliver privacy choices or receiving users’ privacy decisions,
providing privacy choices via a secondary channel is recommended.
An example of leveraging secondary channels is Amazon Echo
smart speakers. Although users of Echo devices can delete their
recordings by speaking to the voice assistant, the full set of privacy
choices are still delivered on the Alexa privacy settings page via its
website or mobile app [71]. Secondary channels that are already
widely adopted by users, such as websites and mobile apps, are
particularly suitable for privacy choices in the IoT context.
5.4.3 Public. Public channels have long been used to deliver privacy notices, such as physical signage in public places. This physical
signage can be leveraged to point users to available privacy choices
delivered through other channels, such as the video surveillance
signage guideline for GDPR compliance [39]. Public channels can
also fll the privacy gap when the data subjects are not the users of
the system (e.g. passers-by, incidental users), which are increasingly
required by new data privacy regulations as part of data subjects’
privacy rights. However, public channels are often limited in the
amount of information being communicated. Obviously, the physical size of a sign determines how much content can be shown,
meaning not all privacy-related information can be fully conveyed.
Therefore, privacy choices through public channels require support
from other channels, such as a layered approach, to deliver privacyrelated information [40], where a concise summary is ofered via a
public channel with clear information to access the actual choices
via a diferent channel.
Public channels can also efciently communicate users’ privacy
decisions to systems with low user burden, under the premise that
standardized privacy formats are widely adopted. In the web context, the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [25] enables users
to specify their privacy decisions in P3P’s machine-readable format
to be communicated back to web systems that support P3P [27].
In the IoT context, privacy choices can be conveyed via public
markers [103] or beacons [66]. Privacy beacons[67] is a particularly
promising approach because users can broadcast their predefned,
standardized privacy preferences via public IoT channels (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth). Systems supporting this approach can automatically
record and execute users’ privacy preferences without bothering
users to make repetitive privacy decisions for diferent systems.

5.5

Modality

Similar to the channel dimension, diferent modalities can be leveraged to facilitate the two-way communication of privacy choices
between systems and users. The type of privacy choices, the user’s
likely attention level, as well as the opportunities and constraints of
the system should be considered to determine the most appropriate
modality. Accessibility issues and possible user distraction are other
important aspects to consider in privacy choice modality design.
Not all modalities are available to systems at all times, it might be
ideal to use multiple modalities to support diferent functionalities
during the process of exercising privacy choices.
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5.5.1 Visual. Privacy choices are commonly delivered visually, often in the form of text, images, icons, signage, or a combination
thereof. Visual privacy choices can be text-based, which allows systems to provide clear descriptions of the choices available to users
and obtain afrmative privacy decisions from users when required.
However, linguistic properties including the framing, the length,
and the use of jargon, afect people’s comprehension of the choices
and their ability to make appropriate privacy decisions [2, 72]. For
text-based privacy choices to be meaningful, the specifc wording
of the choice requires design attention and user testing [5]. There
are also image-based or icon-based visual privacy choices that are
relatively intuitive if users are familiar with them [45]. However,
using images or icons to represent complex privacy concepts may
cause user confusion if not well-designed [73]. Visual methods can
also be used to communicate users’ privacy decisions back to the
system. Take digital video surveillance cameras as an example, it is
technically feasible for people to use visual markers (e.g. special colored apparels) to convey their privacy preferences to the Respectful
Camera System [116]. Although most visual privacy choices are
communicated digitally today (e.g., emails, websites, mobile apps),
they can also be delivered via a wide range of tangible media (e.g.,
paper consent forms and physical signage). Tangible interactive
kiosks may also be used for users to submit their privacy decisions
in certain IoT smart building scenarios.
5.5.2 Auditory. Auditory privacy choices are primarily delivered
via spoken words or various sounds. Delivering privacy choices
via spoke words is important because it provides an accessible
option for the blind and visually impaired community [36, 74].
Sound by itself cannot fully communicate complex privacy concepts, but can serve as alerts or reminders for otherwise invisible
privacy choices [132]. The limitation of sounds is that their meanings need to be learned, so it is recommended to use sounds that
are familiar to users or widely accepted in a specifc culture. Auditory privacy choices are promising in the IoT context as voice
assistant-controlled smart home devices and appliances gain popularity. Given accurate speech recognition and appropriate user
authentication, auditory methods can communicate users’ privacy
decisions back to IoT systems [71].
5.5.3 Haptic and Other Sensory. Although rarely available, haptic
and other sensory methods could be potentially useful to communicate privacy choices between systems and users. Since haptic and
sensory methods are highly abstract and difcult to convey a large
volume of information efciently, they should be used in addition
to other modalities for best outcomes. For example, using haptic
signals is a non-intrusive way to draw users’ attention to important
privacy choices that need their attention right away. Other sensory
methods, such as specialized gestures or body motions that are
agreed upon, can be leveraged to convey users’ privacy decisions
to the systems [96] if the system can detect specialized gestures
from users. However, a textual user guide is often needed to defne
what a particular gesture or body motion means.
5.5.4 Machine-readable. The above modalities engage diferent
senses of the user and require user attention. An alternative supported by digital systems is the machine-readable modality. This
means a system’s data practices and available privacy choices are
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encoded in a machine-readable format, which can be communicated
to other systems automatically. Machine-readable privacy choices
are also the foundation for software agents that help reduce users’
privacy management burden [43, 70, 77]. Privacy agents or assistants can communicate users’ privacy preferences to systems and
negotiate privacy choices on users’ behalf at diferent automation
levels [22]. The machine-readable format is also the premise for
the mediated relationship between notice and choice. P3P is an
early machine-readable standard in web context [25] that enabled
a privacy agent prototype Privacy Bird [27]. Although P3P failed
to achieve wide adoption, machine-readable modality coupled with
privacy agents may be appealing in IoT context where modalities
based on human senses are limited [115].
5.5.5 Combined. Systems can leverage multiple modalities to provide meaningful privacy choices. We envision a semi-automated
software privacy agent that can help its user confgure available
privacy choices ofered by a system in a machine-readable format
based on the user’s predefned privacy preferences. In cases where
the privacy agent cannot confgure certain privacy choices, it sends
a visual or haptic notifcation to the user to require additional input
(e.g., privacy decisions). In summary, a combination of multiple
modalities can provide users with more smooth, less burdensome
experiences when they interact with privacy choices.

6

USE CASE: A PRIVACY CHOICE PLATFORM
FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS

In this section, we present a use case on how we leverage the
design space to design a privacy choice platform for IoT – the
IoT Assistant (IoTA) app1 . We describe and evaluate our design
decisions for IoTA to support meaningful privacy control in IoT.

6.1

Towards Meaningful Privacy Control in IoT

It is challenging to implement privacy notice and choice for IoT systems [16, 82]. Unlike large technology companies, smaller providers
of IoT applications and services often have limited resources to develop full-fedged privacy choice components for their IoT systems
to be compliant with new data regulations like GDPR [134]. Also,
organizations or individuals who purchase and deploy these IoT
technologies are data controllers or data processors in certain circumstances under GDRP [68]. However, these small stakeholders
have few tools to provide data subjects with appropriate privacy
notice and choice regarding the IoT technologies they own. Therefore, we aim to build a privacy choice platform for deployed IoT
systems to support meaningful privacy control in IoT. This platform
is particularly valuable for small stakeholders involved in IoT data
collection and processing, where they can take advantage of our
platform to achieve legal compliance around IoT data privacy.
The platform will deliver relevant privacy notices together
with available privacy choices to users, following the best practices [69, 114]. The information included in these notices and
choices comes from a privacy infrastructure implemented by our research team [30]. This privacy infrastructure provides a mechanism
for stakeholders of IoT systems (manufacturers, service providers,
1 At

the time of publication, a stable version (1.2.3) is available to download in more
than 30 countries at iOS App Store and Google Play Store (search term: “IoT Assistant”).
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and owners, etc.) to register deployed IoT systems. Using the privacy infrastructure, stakeholders can easily describe an IoT system’s
deployed location, the approximate range of data collection, and
privacy-related information in a machine-readable format. IoTA
communicates with the privacy infrastructure and delivers available notices and choices of these registered IoT systems to users.
Note that, to leverage our privacy choice platform, stakeholders of
IoT systems need to achieve a certain level of integration with the
privacy option management component of the privacy infrastructure.

6.2

Requirements, Advantages, and
Constraints

6.2.1 Requirements. We identifed three high-level system requirements to be achieved by the privacy choice platform for IoT, which
ultimately guide our design decisions.
• To help stakeholders navigate and potentially achieve compliance with new data privacy regulations.
• To support users in exercising their privacy choices through
the diferent paths shown in Figure 1.
• To integrate with various IoT systems to deliver their available privacy choices to the platform users and communicate
users’ privacy decisions back to the IoT systems.
6.2.2 Advantages and Constraints. We have technical advantages
to build the privacy choice platform thanks to the underlying
privacy infrastructure [30]. First, we have access to the growing
amount of structured information about deployed IoT systems
(e.g., geographic location, data practices, the availability of privacy choice). Second, the privacy infrastructure helps the platform
handle the two-way communication of privacy choices and users’
privacy decisions with integrated IoT systems. We also face several
constraints. First, the platform relies on the information provided
by stakeholders of IoT systems. The completeness and the accuracy of such information cannot be guaranteed, so a verifcation
mechanism is needed. Second, the privacy choices available to users
on the platform are managed and enforced by stakeholders of the
IoT systems. The platform has no control over these IoT systems’
actual data practices, so an auditing mechanism is needed. Finally,
as a small research team, we are constrained by our resources to
implement advanced functionality in the early versions of IoTA.

6.3

Design Decisions for the IoT Assistant

Given the requirements, advantages, and constraints above, we
considered the overall feasibility of all design options under each
dimension of the design space and arrived at the following highlevel and detailed design decisions.
6.3.1 High-level Design Decisions. We frst decide that the privacy
choice platform should be in the form of an application on mobile
devices. With 3.5 billion people and 44.8% of the world population
are smartphone users [123], a mobile app is suitable for a privacy
choice platform that aims to serve a large number of people to take
control of their data privacy in IoT. Also, various capabilities (e.g.,
GPS location, motion sensor, Bluetooth, notifcation) embedded in
mobile devices provide us the fexibility to consider more design options under each dimension. Therefore, we implement the platform
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as a location-aware mobile app with a map-based main interface,
as shown in Figure 3 (a). Second, we decide to rely on the privacy
infrastructure for IoT because the advantages ofered by the privacy
infrastructure signifcantly outweigh the constraints. Also, the constraints can be mitigated by adopting content moderation practices
and integrating with other IoT auditing technologies [95] in the
future. Finally, we decide to implement integrated notice and choice.
IoTA ofers a concise privacy notice based on the machine-readable
information from the privacy infrastructure, along with any available privacy choices of the IoT system, as shown in Figure 3 (b) (c).
This decision is crucial because efective privacy notices help users
make informed privacy decisions that match their preferences.
6.3.2 Detailed Design Decisions by Dimension. We also considered
all possible design options under each dimension in the design
space and arrived at the detailed design decisions below.
Type: multiple choices and privacy rights-based choices.
To help stakeholders of IoT systems navigate and potentially achieve
compliance with new data privacy regulations, IoTA ofers four
privacy options with fexibility to accommodate diferent regulatory requirements, namely data collection, data sharing, request
copy of data, and request data deletion, as shown in Figure 3(d). The
data collection and data sharing choices are binary in nature but
together they are multiple choices for users to control potential
IoT data practices. We use allow/deny as options for these two
choices without dictating a default value, where stakeholders of IoT
systems can set their default value (opt-in or opt-out) according to
the applicable regulation. Note that the data sharing choice can be
adjusted to serve the “do not sell my information” opt-out required
by CCPA [93]. In addition, we provide two privacy rights-based
choices – request copy of data and request data deletion – to initially
support access, portability, and erasure rights in GDPR [24]. The
responsibility to enforce these privacy rights-based choices and to
provide feedback on privacy choice status falls on the individual
IoT systems. IoTA only displays the privacy choice status provided
by the system to users. In summary, we do not claim that IoTA supports all types of privacy choices required by diferent regulations.
Instead, we consider IoTA as a valuable start to include multiple
types of privacy choices with the possibility to expand further.
Functionality: presentation and feedback. To support diferent paths shown in Figure 1, IoTA implements the functionality
of presentation and feedback under this dimension. First, IoTA
presents available privacy choices of an IoT system to users in a
machine-readable format along with a concise privacy notice. Currently, registered users can click the “manage” button to access a
web page (managed by specifc IoT stakeholders) to submit their
privacy decisions. Second, for each type of privacy choice, IoTA
provides a list of standardized statuses to indicate the current status
of this privacy choice. Whenever a user makes choices and clicks
the “refresh” button, IoTA fetches the latest status from the IoT
system to provide users timely feedback. Note that the enforcement of users’ privacy decisions is not supported by IoTA due to
our constraints, and the responsibility of enforcement lies in the
stakeholders who deploy IoT systems. In summary, IoTA ofers a
simple interface for users to interact with available privacy choices
of various IoT systems within one mobile app.
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Figure 3: The Main Interfaces of the IoT Assistant (IoTA) App
Timing: context-aware, personalized, and on demand.
IoTA uses several timing designs to deliver integrated privacy notice and choice to users. Users can choose to receive context-aware
(i.e., location-based) privacy notice and choice via notifcations on
their mobile devices. Notifcation is done by fetching information
of nearby IoT systems based on the location of their mobile device.
IoTA also supports personalized timing to some extent. Using the
notifcation settings in Figure 3(e), users can choose a notifcation
frequency and customize what to be notifed about by data category. Note that our team is actively researching improved methods
to further reduce user burden to confgure their notifcation settings, including leveraging data-driven privacy profles [76, 78] to
provide recommended settings that match users’ diverse privacy
preferences. Finally, the map-based interface in IoTA as shown in
Figure 3(a) allows users to explore potentially privacy-sensitive IoT
systems in other places by moving the map. Users can confgure
any available privacy options on demand for IoT systems afar.
Channel: Secondary and Public. For deployed IoT systems,
IoTA is a secondary channel to communicate privacy choices between the systems and their users. One requirement for any platform that ofers privacy choice is the ability to integrate with a
wide range of IoT systems that may use a diversity of primary channels. As such, it is more feasible to choose a widely used secondary
channel (i.e., a mobile app) that can be easily integrated with other
technologies and is capable to leverage other channels such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Additionally, we have recently implemented the
initial QR code functionality for easy discovery of individual IoT
systems, which leverages the public channel. Stakeholders can request a unique QR code for their deployed IoT system and publicize
the presence of the IoT system and its available privacy choices via
the QR code. The general public can scan the QR code using their
phones: IoTA users will be directed to the integrated privacy notice
and choice of the specifc system in IoTA, while non-IoTA users
will be prompted to download IoTA on their phones to continue.

Modality: Combined: The IoTA currently uses a combination
of modalities to deliver IoT systems’ available privacy choices to
users and communicate users’ privacy decisions back to these IoT
systems. At the app interface level, privacy choices are primarily
delivered visually via text and custom icons as shown in Figure 3(d).
At the notifcation level, users can customize the notifcations on
their mobile devices to be haptic (e.g., vibration) or auditory (e.g.,
sound). At the technical level, the privacy choices provided by the
IoTA are machine-readable format in nature, which opens the door
for wider integration with other IoT systems or other modalities. For
example, our research team is also working on an improved privacypreserving facial obfuscation technology [31, 128] that enables
people to opt out of IoT video analytics captured by cameras.

6.4

Evaluation

The design decisions above helped us implement IoTA to achieve the
system requirements while balancing advantages and constraints.
In this subsection, we briefy review the main features of IoTA and
evaluate these features against the notion of “meaningful privacy
choices” from fve facets described in Section 2 (i.e., efectiveness, effciency, user awareness, comprehensiveness, and neutrality). Given
that the app is still at its early stage entering the mainstream market,
we also describe our future evaluation plan.
IoTA currently ofers four privacy options, providing a range of
choices that better accommodate users’ diverse privacy preferences
and support certain privacy rights in GDPR. This improves the
efectiveness of privacy choices in the IoT context. Through the
implementation of these privacy options, IoTA serves as a centralized privacy choice platform that enables users to more efciently
manage their data privacy in IoT. IoTA also supports three discovery mechanisms of IoT systems (i.e., location-based map interface,
push notifcations, and QR codes). These discovery mechanisms
are likely to increase user awareness of deployed IoT systems
and their available privacy choices. In addition, the unifed view
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of the integrated notice and choice in IoTA provides concise yet
comprehensive information about IoT data practices to help users
understand the ramifcations of their privacy decisions. Further,
we strive to implement the integrated notice and choice in IoTA
without framing or bias, trying to provide a neutral ground for
users to enact their privacy choices. As a result, we believe IoTA is
a signifcant step towards “meaningful privacy choices” in IoT.
Given the fact that IoTA is publicly released very recently, realworld evaluations are yet to be conducted. In the future, we plan
to systematically evaluate the efectiveness, efciency, comprehensiveness, and neutrality of the privacy choices supported by IoTA
through multiple quantitative and qualitative user studies. First, we
would like to evaluate the usability of the existing discovery mechanisms in IoTA. In particular, since IoTA supports customization of
notifcations, it is necessary to understand users’ notifcation preferences in IoT. Second, we seek to understand how users interact
with the integrated notice and choice and what information they
pay more attention to. This will inform future iterations of IoTA.
Finally, we intend to measure whether and how these supported
privacy options infuence people’s privacy-related behaviors and
expectations in IoT.

6.5

Summary and Implementation Status

In this use case, we presented our design decisions for IoTA by
fully considering the design space for privacy choices and initially
evaluated of the design of IoTA against the notion of meaningful
privacy choices. This use case provides practitioners an example on
how to leverage the design space to implement meaningful privacy
choices in their systems. Currently, a stable version of IoTA (1.2.3)
is available on both iOS and Android platforms in over 30 countries
around the world. We will continue to improve the usability of IoTA
and revisit the design decisions when necessary.

7

CONCLUSION

Under the backdrop of lacking cohesive design guidelines for privacy choices, we constructed a comprehensive design space for
privacy choices, which is fexible enough for diferent regulatory
requirements and particularly applicable to in IoT context. We also
presented a use case of how we navigate the design space to design a privacy choice platform for IoT, showcasing the applicability
of the design space in building real-world systems. Overall, our
constructed design space contributes a user-centered conceptual
framework that considers privacy choice as a process, ofering a
taxonomy to understand meaningful privacy control, particularly
in the IoT context. Also, the design space for privacy choices provides practitioners comprehensive design guidelines on evaluating
both system and legal requirements before implementing privacy
choices, as well as considering diferent design options under fve
dimensions to design meaningful privacy choices.
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